and assume that 73"-► «> with ».
Erdös and Kac [7] (2) have proved the following theorem: The number of m^nfor which f(m) <An + o)Bn is nD(w)+o(n), as n-»°o. The present paper is concerned with the proofs of a number of related results. In §2 there is given a simpler proof of the special case of the above theorem in which f(m) is taken to be v(m), the number of distinct prime divisors of m. The simplification lies in that part of the proof using Brun's method; the central limit theorem from the theory of probability is still used. Moreover, the error term is improved, the term o(n) being replaced by O(»log3»/(log2»)1/4).
(The symbol log* » will be used throughout to denote the ¿th iterate of log «.) It is shown in §3 that a similar reduction of the error term can be effected in a theorem of Kac [ll] , which says that the number of m^n for which d(m) < 21°kb+"<1ok"»1 '2 is »7>(w)+o(»).
Here d(m) is the number of divisors of m. It is probable that the error is actually 0(»/(log2 w)1/2), but this result cannot be obtained without essential modification of the method used here. §4 is devoted to a proof that/(?»),/(w + 1) are statistically independent, with Gaussian distribution.
This was stated without proof by Erdös [6] . In §5 this theorem is applied in proving that the number of m^« for which v(m) <v(m + l)+o)(2 log2 «)1/2 is nD(w)+o(n).
By the method of [ll] it follows that the number of w = » for which Presented to the Society, September 5, 1947; received by the editors May 13, 1948. (') The author wishes to thank Professors M. Kac and J. B. Rosser for their invaluable assistance in connection with the writing of this paper.
(2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
d(m) < 2"<2Io<ö">I/2d (w+  1) is also nD(o))+o(n). These results are generalizations of theorems proved by Erdös [4] ; these theorems are obtained by putting co = 0:
The Thus if f(m) has a distribution function, xp(c) is, for fixed c, the density of integers for which/(ra) <c. Clearly not every additive function has a distribution function, since f(m) = log m has none. Erdös and Wintner [8] showed that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a distribution function is that both the inequalities
2_ -< «> and 2-,-< °°p
hold, where f'(p) =f(p) if \f(p)\ ál and f'(p) = 1 otherwise. Hence if either or both of these inequalities fail to hold, we must adopt a different approach; instead of speaking of the density of integers with a certain property we estimate the number of integers which are less than » which satisfy a certain condition, and this condition itself depends upon ». This leads, for example, to the theorem of Erdös [5] that the number of tm = » for which v(m) <log log w is w/2+o(»). The extension from this theorem to that of [7] corresponds, in the case of a function which has a distribution function, to an extension from a theorem giving its value for some particular c to one exhibiting the entire distribution function. ai} are integers, l^i^T, l^j^ca, such that for jy^k, aa^kaik (mod qî);f is a function having an integral value for integral argument; Nt(k) = z2&(m), where the summation is over all integers m such that simultaneously m satisfies some fixed condition independent of t, k, I, 
With the same hypothesis except that in (m), "odd" is replaced by "even," the conclusion holds with "?g" replaced by "_".
In many applications of Brun's method the function g of (b) is defined by g(m) = 1 ; in these cases Nt(k) is simply the numbers of integers in a certain range having specified divisibility properties. The q's are frequently taken to be the successive primes.
2. The order of v(n). The principal result of this section is contained in the following theorem: is nD(oe)+0(n log3 »/(log2 w)1/4).
As was pointed out in §1, this can be regarded either as a special case of the main theorem of [7] or as an extension of the principal result of [5] . The proof follows the lines of the latter paper; we shall preserve the notation used there, making the following definitions:
1. T denotes the closed interval {log6 », »d0«* n)_3}, 2. v'(m) the number of different prime factors of m which lie in T, 3- We have (see [9, p. 355 
p<n(log2 n)-3 ^> = »{logs n + log2 » + 3 log3 » -log2 « + 0(1)} = 0(n log3 »), and similarly, n 111
Hence the number of integers m^n such that
is 0(n log3 n) (log» n)1'* which gives the lemma.
Lemma 2. IFe have
where the dash on the summation means it is extended over the square-free af only.
The proof is as in [5] .
The proof is as in [5 ] .
Lemma 4. The number of integers m^nfor which v'(m) <log2 » + w(log2 w)1/2 is nD(oi)+0(n log3 »/log2 »).
Clearly v'(m)=v(A(m)).
Let us first consider the number of integers «Í» for which v'(m) <x+ux112; this is E Uk.
k< z+a è11
We put y=x+wx112. By Lemma 3, 
since #~log2 ». We now consider the integers m^n for which
Since xk/k\ assumes its maximum value for k= [x] , we see by Lemma 3 that the number of integers m^n for which v'(m) =k is at most
Hence the number of m ^ » for which x+wxl,i <v'(m) = log2 « + w(log2 »)1/2 is at most c2» -((log, nx) + co((log2 nY'2 -x1'2)).
X1 '2 By (1), this is
This together with (2) completes the proof of the lemma.
We come now to the proof of the main theorem. By Lemma 4, we have only to prove that the number of m^n for which is also nD(w)+0(n log3 «/(log2 w)1/4).
Let k"(w) be the number of m^n for which v(m) <log, » + w(log2 «)1/2, rn(u) the number of tw^» for which d(i») <21<J« n+"(l0^n)1/2, and p(n) the number of »î = » for which ¿(w)/2"(m) <2t(log2 ")12. Then we have, as in [3] , where An= z2*û»f(P)/P, Bn=(2~2v^f(P)/P)m, « n-D(ut)D(ut)+o(n).
The argument used in the proof is a direct extension of that used in [7] . pGp where M{t(m)} =lim"^00 E«-i t(m)/n, and P is any set of primes all less than /. We give the proof only for the case where P consists of two primes p and q; the argument is no different in any essential respect in the general case. We prove then that If qi\ Ox, (10) holds for every g, by (6) ; and if g,| a«, (11) holds for every g, by (7) . If qi\a\, (10) is equivalent to some restriction g fé e, (mod g¿), and if q<\at, (11) is equivalent to some restriction g fí ft (mod fi).
Moreover, e,-^/,-(mod g,-), for if the opposite were the case, we would have a g' such that
g'ax = -r0 (mod g,), g'aK = -6 (mod g,),
and by (7) (1) and (3) (with T1,, replaced by /) and
where 0<Kk, (k, gO = l for i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , t. Thus there are 7Vrn(l) integers of the kind specified in Lemma 2.
We also take, for 01117,, Since all hypotheses are satisfied, we infer the conclusion of Theorem A, for »>max (»i, w2). In order to obtain an asymptotic expression for Nt(k), we must show that, for suitable v, w, as «--><», The remainder of the proof of Theorem 3 is almost identical with §5 of [7] .
From Theorem 3 we get the following corollary. Then rn(u>) =nD(w)+o(n).
We make the following definitions: so that mEiHn, and therefore 7"G"C77". Since |7n|=i"(w -e) and |77"| = rn(w), it follows that (19) U(u -e) -(n -p(n)) = rn(oe). 
